GetVanGo Trip Ideas - Chiang Mai and North Thailand

Doi Inthanon Family Day Trip
Morning

1
Day

The Royal Chedis
Built in honor of their majesties’ 60th birthdays, the two stupas feature
interesting architecture and tiled murals around their bases. Gardens
on promontories at the feet of the stupas to the west are magni cent
viewpoints.

Time to spend
here:

60 min

Ang Kha Nature Trail
A 350-meter long boardwalk treads lightly through cloud forest over a
unique sphagnum moss bog. The summit itself is marked by a stupa
containing the ashes of Chao Inthawichayanon, who gave the
mountain its name.

Time to spend
here:

60 min

Hmong Market
On the way down, stop o at the mountain market where Hmong hill folk
sell fruits, vegetables and other products grown in their plantations on the
mountain.

Lunch
Food vendors at km 31
Local kitchens serve all-comers good Thai food to order at an open-sided
hall in front of the park HQ at Kilometer 31.

Afternoon
Siribhume Gardens & Falls
The trail goes through a Hmong village to reach an ornamental garden
and the foot of the Siribhume Falls. This point o ers good views over
the area to the east.

Time to spend
here:

45 min

Wachirathan Falls
No trip to Doi Inthanon is complete without a visit to arguably the
most spectacular falls on Doi Inthanon.

Time to spend
here:

30 min
Wat Ton Khwen
On the return back to Chiang Mai, it would be a shame to pass up an
opportunity to visit one of the most beautiful extant small temples in
the north, Wat Ton Khwen gives the feel of what a small rural temple
must have been like in the late 19th century.

Time to spend
here:

20 min

For your Driver /

ห บคน บ

ตอนเ า
- เจ

ดอย นทนน

- เ นทาง กษาธรรมชา

างกา

- ตลาด ง

อาหารกลาง น
- านอาหาร ณ โลเมตร 31 ตรง าม

กงานให ของ ทยาน

ตอน าย
- สวนหลวง
-

ตกว รธาร

- ด นเก น

Interested in this trip?
Visit www.getvango.com and book a van. Then give a copy of this itinerary to your driver. Feel
free to change the details as you like too.

(Not including fuel - you pay for what you use at pump prices)

www.getvango.com

